
 

Young Man with a Plan Update December 18, 2017 

HAPPY HOLIDAYS! 
 
Weekly Groups 

Sometimes we just respond to what is trending in social media. In this week’s meetings 
we watched the popular video “I am Not a Racist” and discussed the Globe series on 

Racism in Boston. We asked the group, “Where do we go from here?” We try to find a 
balance between discussing “this is a reality” and “let’s be BEASTS and work hard 

to achieve and access Boston’s opportunity, power, and wealth.”  
 

During a typical week, the YMWAP team reviews the previous groups and plans future 
groups and curriculum. We discuss individual young men’s (75) challenges and growth, 

schools’ participation and mentor roles. We plan upcoming events like the NH wilderness 
trip, Excel training, summer jobs, Men of Color Career Night, recreation, community 

service, mentor training and dinners, COSEBOC and new Hayden offerings. We send and 

receive 500+ weekly texts to students and mentors to check-in, encourage, remind, and 
ask a group text question for thought/discussion like: “what’s the most important factor 

in your college decision?” Or “what does love look like?” Young men reach out for advice 
with school, relationship, or family issues. We visit schools to check in with students, 

mentors and school leaders. We collect registration forms, transcripts, and Success 
Plans, review program finances, strategize on how to economize on food and 

transportation, and we update the website. We share articles and TED Talks on 
education, college access, financial aid/loans and persistence, careers, and social-

emotional skills needed for success. Jaykyri is in an Educational Leadership doctorate 
program and Des has started an M.Ed program. We may meet with partners like PIC, 

BAM, Urban College, Charlie Vigra and EdVestors. Once a month Julia Gittleman, funded 
by EdVestors, works with us on data collection, analysis and evaluation. We are working 

on tracking “dosage,” or amount of total time a student interacts with us. Every few 
months we speak with Jason at Brotherhood Sister Sol on topics that include curriculum, 

promoting and sustaining academic growth and keeping it positive in difficult or scary 

political times. Sonni or Ken may call to discuss new enrichment opportunities.  
 

Coming Up  
 NH Wilderness Trip to Rustic Gatherings Lodge in Warren, NH  

March 23-25 http://www.rusticgatheringslodge.com/about 
 Holiday/Solstice Party for this weeks’ groups  

 Excel Training to be offered to interested seniors in January 
 Check out the new Website—www.youngmanwithaplan.org 

http://www.youngmanwithaplan.org/

